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An Australian man travels to Turkey after the Battle of Gallipoli to try and locate his three missing sons. Director: Russell Crowe | Stars: Russell Crowe, Olga Kurylenko, Jai Courtney, Isabel Lucas. Votes: 66 606 | Gross: $4.19M. A young Australian reporter tries to navigate the political turmoil of Indonesia during the rule of President Sukarno with the help of a diminutive photographer. Director: Peter Weir | Stars: Mel Gibson, Sigourney Weaver, Linda Hunt, Bembol Roco. Votes: 17 960 | Gross: $10.28M. Moviepedia: Your Film Guide. 12,590 Pages. Add new page. Click the Edit tab at the top of the page to start this article. Search MOVIEPEDIA for 2000s Australian films. Search Google for Australian films 2000s Australian films. All items (3). # A.